First War Gun Has Been Fired

Spaniard Fleet at Canary Islands

Spanish Fleet at Canary Islands

No Lives Lost in the Engagement, and the Astounded Captain Takes Matters Philosophically as He Yields Himself a Prisoner of War—Naval Department

THE FIRST REAL ACT OF WAR
IS THE CAPTURE OF A LUMBER-LADEN VESSEL BELONGING TO SPAIN

The New York Herald

Anxiety is Succeeded by Grim Determination

The Plan of Campaign and the Show of War—The Atlantic Squadron That Is Blockading Havana.
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Officials Pleaded

The Blockade Is Still Out of Part Havana and Included in Target Practice Yesterday.

The Asiatic squadron, under Rear Admiral Dewey, left Hong Kong yesterday, and is en route to the Philippine Islands.

There is positive proof that the Spanish squadron is in China, according to Mr. William T. Backus, United States minister at Shanghai, who passed up from Espiritu Santo Island to Shanghai on Wednesday, and there received the most positive information of this kind. The Spanish fleet is now off the coast of China, and the minister has every reason to believe that the Spanish fleet is on the move, and that it is probable that it will approach the Philippines shortly.